Abstract. We conduct research from the perspective of user groups and analyze the differences in the users' attention and posting order in different time periods to vectorize stocks and build relationships from the generated vectors. This provides a new perspective for the complex network construction and community division of network public opinion space. The experiment result show that we can get the community division consistent with reality using our model.
Introduction
In practical society, there is a mutual connection between things, this kind of connection also hides a certain regularity, the use of complex networks can be simple and effective description of the interconnection between things. Therefore, many researchers have used complex networks to describe this connection in the financial stock field, and have done a lot of research. Current researches mainly study the relationship by the stock return, which can not describe the interaction between stocks well. In addition, the group behavior of the stock is also the focus of investors. In different periods of the stock market, the performance of group behavior can help investors to better grasp the dynamics of the market. On the basis of establishing the stock network, the community detection can make a better summary and analysis of the group behavior.
Complex networks help to understand the interactions between the various elements of a complex system and how this interaction affects the overall properties of the entire complex system [1, 2, 3, 4] , which has given rise to complication. In recent years, a large number of studies aiming at the statistical properties and topological properties of networks. Through a large amount of research, most of the complex networks have been found to be different from the properties of random networks, such as the "small world" [5, 6] , scale-free distribution [7] and community structure [8, 9, 10, 11] , Rich club [12, 13, 14] and so on.
In this paper we carry on the experimental verification and analysis to the stock network, and finds out that the similarity between the stocks has the normal distribution in different periods.
The first application of complex networks in financial markets was the minimal spanning tree stock network model constructed by R.N.Mantegna [15] . Later, in 2004, Newman used the correlation coefficient to establish a stock network to obtain the shortest path between stocks and analyze the correlation between the non-adjacent stocks in the network. J.P.Onnela [16] developed a stock network by gradually adding edges to the network in order of strength of relevance, and studied the stocks of the New York Stock Exchange. A. Vizgunov [17] selected the data of Russian stock market from 2007 to 2011, calculated the correlation between stock prices, constructed the stock network and found that there was a strong connection between a large number of stocks and the largest faction in the Russian stock market. A. Namaki [18] studied the stocks of the Tehran Stock Exchange in Iran and found some unique topological properties of networks under different thresholds, that is, scale-free and power-law distribution. In 2010, Tes CK used the stock's closing price index to establish the correlation coefficient, used the correlation coefficient as the weight to analyze the relationship between stocks and studied the community structure [19] . Domestic use of complex networks to model the stock market started later, but in recent years still maintained a high degree of research. For example, Huang [20] take the stocks of China's SSE 180 Index and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange 100 Index as the research objects, and used the maximum filter and minimum spanning tree (MST) methods to model the stock network. From the network's perspective and viewpoint analyse the impact between stocks. Yang [21] take 284 stock daily return data of 13 industries in Shanghai and Shenzhen 300 constituent stocks as the experimental subjects, and used the stock as the node to calculate the correlation coefficient between stocks and construct the stock daily yield network model, and examined the small-world and scale-free characteristics of the network and further analyzed the statistical characteristics of the stock network structure. Chen [22] used stochastic matrix theory and correlation matrix decomposition method to analyze the network structure characteristics of stock and collective behaviors in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets. Wang [23] put forward a hierarchical node clustering algorithm based on influence calculation model, introduced the definition of node's activity and influence and completed the social division of stock network.
Stock vectorized representation model
Definitions 1 Network Opinion Space Complex networks are represented as a two-node group consisting of edges and nodes, ( , ) G V E  ,where V is represented as a set of nodes, and each node corresponds to stock, the size is | | V . E is a set of edges representing the relationship between nodes and nodes, the number of edges in each figure is | | E .In this paper, we vectorize each stock as ( ) C stock according to the stock sequences of all users in the public opinion space. Each point in the network is a stock and represented by its stock code.
In this paper, we use the representation model based on the word vector to model the user's attention sequence. The model structure is shown in figure 1 
It can be further transformed into the following formula,
where m is the size of the context window, and the larger the value of m is, the more data will be entered into the model to make the model more accurate, but the training time will also increase greatly. 
Experiment
In the period of 2014/10/01 to 2015/05/31, 200 non-stop stocks in different sectors of the SSE Composite Index were selected, they can be found in table 1. Stock  code  000002  002033  600005  600642  000651  002484  600235  600980  000004  002041  600006  600648  000652  002500  600248  600993  000011  002053  600015  600680  000702  002533  600259  600999  000017  002083  600016  600684  000717  002544  600265  601005  000025  002128  600022  600690  000750  300024  600267  601098  000027  002142  600050  600697  000758  300029  600316  601166  000029  002185  600051  600708  000759  300033  600322  601168  000043  002186  600059  600713  000767  300039  600323  601169  000049  002237  600064  600742  000789  300042  600327  601288  000088  002243  600072  600768  000816  300046  600348  601318  000159  002262  600082  600784  000823  300061  600350  601328  000400  002265  600088  600785  000825  300067  600362  601369 002267  600100  600802  000836  300080  600371  601398  000404  002287  600108  600811  000869  300092  600386  601600  000421  002297  600123  600831  000876  300102  600391  601601  000524  002304  600127  600834  000885  300103  600397  601628  000529  002313  600133  600836  000888  300105  600409  601668  000550  002338  600138  600854  000898  300107  600449  601678  000554  002362  600150  600855  000900  300120  600459  601727  000561  002391  600192  600859  000910  300127  600460  601801  000563  002401  600198  600873  000916  300138  600493  601808  000568  002419  600199  600883  000921  300176  600506  601818  000606  002420  600210  600893  000937  300185  600551  601898  000613  002454  600220  600969  000983  600000  600573  601919  002017  601998  600608  601988  001896  600004  600581  601939 We crawl the user group concerns including posting and reply sequence on network public opinion space during 2014.7 to 2015.7. We get the attention vector of the 200 stocks that have not been suspended in the above time period. 
We use the formula (3) to calculate the similarity of each stock at different time periods and obtain the time series of similarity. We make contour heat maps for the experimental results. The results are as shown in figure 2 . Among them, the darker the red, the higher the similarity. The darker the blue, the lower the similarity is. Each row in the chart represents a stock, each column represents a day. It can be seen that in the figures a, b and c, the warm part is increasing, that is to say, in the stationary period, the start-up period, and then during the high tide period, the similarity of stocks gradually increases. During the collapse in figure d, the relationship between stocks is relatively more consistent.
Using the formula (3), the statistical analysis of the similarity results is shown in figure 3 . It can be seen that the similarity of stocks in different time periods basically accords with the normal distribution. Similarly, we set the proportion of similarities between the shares of stock to the sum of the similarities of the attention vectors of all the 200 stocks as  , Then we use AP algorithm to cluster stock similarity. Figure 5 shows the result. Table 2 . Community Center and the section where it is located. Table 2 shows the statistical result of the community division. Taking the time period from 2015.6.16 to 2015.7.28 as an example, there are 132 stocks with 600016 as the center of the community, among which 152 stocks have the strongest relationship with bank shares, accounting for 75% of the stock. We find that most of the stocks in the stock market during the period of collapse are the banking sector, which means that there is a strong relationship between bank stocks and other stocks. And the actual situation is also the same, in the 2015.6 during the collapse, most of the stocks are plummeting energy outflow status, and large-cap stocks such as bank shares and real estate have repeatedly led the entire stock market during this period. In other time periods, it can be seen that (a) the distribution of nodes in the time period is more even, while the distribution of (b), (c) is more concentrated, indicating that in the stationary period, the relationship between stocks, and during the startup and soaring period, it is more concentrated and more in line with the actual situation.
Conclusion
We construct the complex network of the stock market from the perspective of the group's awareness activity on the network using the embedding based model. It can be seen from the experimental results that the social division result is in line with the people's division of stock in the real society. Network public opinion information is not only in the East Money Post Bar considered in this article. In future research, it may also need to consider the information contained in Weibo and WeChat. We may need to include a large range of other transaction-related data and be subject to a number of realistic trading rules.
